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From the National Convenor
Thank you to all of those families who participated in the 2017 ADF Families Survey in March. The
information DFA gathered in the previous year from businesses, not-for-profit organisations and various
levels of government who offer a service in the employment space, helped DFA contribute robust
questions to the survey.
Some of the key partner employment findings are outlined in this Agenda and Year In Review. They show
that while partners are adaptable and acknowledge that service life makes demands on their lives, many
have made employment sacrifices and unemployment levels are high.
Partner employment remains an advocacy focus for DFA and we believe more needs to be done to assist
partners. We have continued to investigate this issue, talking to partner employment program managers
in both Canada and the United States. We have connected with the partner employment sub-committee
of the Industry Advisory Committee to the Prime Minister’s Veterans’ Employment Initiative and will be
reviewing their recommendations when released.
Families continue to seek information
from Defence and Command about
events and policies relevant to them,
such as deployments and entitlements.
DFA is improving its links to stakeholders
to bring you some of the information you
have been asking for. In addition, we
have participated in the ForceNet
Families working group to inform the
building of this secure e-portal. Families
will be able to receive information
directly from Command and groups such
as DFA and the Defence Community
Organisation (DCO).
This year I participated in the two-day
governance training that was funded by
DCO for our Defence Community Centre
committees and coordinators.
Participants were given valuable
information on topics ranging from
running effective meetings to budgets.
They also now have continued access to
the expertise of the specialist
organisation that delivered the training
to ensure they can keep improving their
practices. It was a pleasure to meet the
participants who, like all of the partners
who are a part of DFA, are committed to
the Defence families in their regions and
understand the value of community.
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From the National Convenor
The 2017 ADF Families Survey report also says that ADF families appear to be largely accepting of some
impacts of service life on them, but do expect mutual consideration. Families expect the ADF to be
committed to work life balance and acknowledge that ADF service is one of a number of work and family
commitments that ADF families accommodate.
I think these sentences summarise the sentiment that is at the foundation of many of our advocacy
issues. In choosing where to live, for example, families seek acknowledgement that their needs are also
relevant to making that decision.
During Conference Week 2017 we farewelled Robyn Ritchie as National Convenor. I worked very closely
with Robyn in the Policy Officer role over her three and-a-half year tenure and her efforts to work
collaboratively mean that DFA is widely respected as the voice of our ADF families. Now in the National
Convenor role I too am committed to working alongside our stakeholders who do acknowledge and
understand the need to address some of the more challenging issues. At DFA we want to see our ADF
families thriving in this unique life. We look for passion for this vision when seeking new staff at DFA and
rest assured it continues in our leadership today.
Maree Sirois
National Convenor

The entire DFA Team during National Conference Week August 2017
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From the Minister for Defence Personnel
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From the Minister for Defence Personnel

The DFA Team meeting with The Hon Dan Tehan MP at Parliament House
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From the Chief of Defence Force
A message to Defence Families from
ACM Mark Binskin and Mrs Gitte Binskin
Over the years our own family has changed and matured through various phases; from single through to
married with dependants and today, we are Defence parents. Like your family, our family has followed the
posting cycle, endured relocations, accepted deployments and at times, we have called on our extended ‘Air
Force Family’ to assist.
Our experience means we recognise the variety of family constructs that exist within the Defence
community and we know the critical role Defence Families perform in supporting Australian Defence Force
personnel.
We also understand the many challenges you and
your family face. However, just as every family is
unique, so too are the issues we confront. It is
essential that the Defence community has a strong
advocate to speak on our families' behalf. Defence
Families Australia plays an important role in
ensuring we consider you and your family in our
decision making.
We need innovative solutions to today’s challenges
and the best solutions will come from those who
are directly affected and who fully understand the
issues. We encourage you to get to know what
services and support DFA has to offer your family,
and to consider how you might also contribute to
this important work.
ACM Binskin, CDF
07 Sep 17

ACM Mark Binskin (CDF) and Mrs Gitte Binskin
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DFA at Work
To report on issues affecting ADF families,
the National Convenor has regular
meetings with the following:
Minister for Defence Personnel
CDF
VCDF
Service Chiefs
Head People Capability
Director Generals of Army, Navy and Air Force
Director General Defence Community Organisation (DCO)
Director General People Policy and Employment Conditions
DFA provides presentations to:
Navy Commanding Officer and Executive Officer Designate
Air Force Pre-Command
Army Pre-Command Partners Program
Joint Warrant Officer Course (JWOC)
Australian Defence Force Chaplains

National Representation
Defence Housing Advisory
Committee
Mental Health Advisory
Committee
Ex-Service Organisation
Round Table
Returned Service National
Defence Personnel & Family
Committee
Defence Community
Organisation Family &
Support Funding Advisory
Committee
Defence Reserve Support
Council
Young Veterans
Contemporary Needs Forum
ACT Veterans Council
DVA Deputy Commissioner's
Consultative Forum (VIC)

The DFA Team with the Hon Dan Tehan MP and CDF during DFA's Annual Conference Dinner
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Project Updates
Housing
Security
In previous years DFA has reported that families living in the northern suburbs of Adelaide have
expressed concerns for their safety and have requested the fitting of security screens and sensor
lighting to their DHA homes. DFA advocacy resulted in Defence retrofitting security screens on
hundreds of homes in the location.
Families in this region, and several others around the country have also expressed concern for their
safety in their homes in the past year. In some posting locations the requirement for security screens
for external and accessible windows only provides for deadlocks and not security screens. All Service
Residences currently have security screens on external doors.

The Way Forward
Defence are expanding their retrofitting program for the remaining homes to be fitted with security
screens in Adelaide. In addition, security screens (external windows) will now be included in the
Services Agreement with DHA in the list of inclusions required of a Service Residence to meet the
minimum Defence standards.
The Director of Relocations and Housing will shortly process a Contract Change Proposal to the
Service Agreement to ensure all new homes are fitted with the additional security screens on the
windows.
Internet
Families continue to tell DFA about the importance of access to reliable and reasonably priced internet.
There are several components to this issue. Firstly, this is not listed in policy as a standard inclusion for
Defence homes.
Secondly, the time lags in the delivery of the NBN are creating gaps in provision. For example, in a new
housing development, Telstra is unlikely to pay for hardware to deliver the internet while waiting for the
NBN to be connected.
NBN will not be connected unless the number of homes is 100 or more. As some of DHA’s housing
developments are less than 100 homes, this has created a gap in delivery.
Thirdly, in some locations there are limited ports at the Telstra exchange for access. When a Defence
member moves out of a location, their port access is returned to the general pool of availability rather
than remaining allocated to a Defence home.

The Way Forward
DFA has advocated for a Defence standard in policy for internet connectivity in DHA homes.
Defence understand the importance of this issue and are investigating options.
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Project Updates
Housing
Location
The greatest comment that families make in relation to housing is that of location. Particularly when
housing is located on the fringes of a community in a lower-socio-economic area, it can result in the
following:
Reduced security, with families in several
locations around the country asking if security
screens could be a standard inclusion.
Being housed in the catchment for lower
performing schools. Schools are generally
abiding very strictly to their catchment
boundaries so the opportunity to enrol in another
school is seen as limited or not available, leaving
families with a sense of being trapped and their
children’s education suffering.
Being housed in a catchment where there are not
enough Defence children in the local school yet
for it to be eligible for a Defence School
Transition Aide or Mentor.
Being separated from other Defence families if
housing is scattered rather than being in clusters,
affecting connectedness within the Defence
community of that region. Connectedness is also
affected when housing is located far enough
away from the base that it’s not seen as a
worthwhile place at which to socialise.
Having to invest in a second car when public
transport is limited or non-existent.
Limited access to partner employment.

The Way Forward
In June DFA attended a seminar on the future of Defence housing which brought together all of the
stakeholders who have an interest in the housing of our Defence members and their families. This
seminar was extremely beneficial to discuss issues such as the location of housing and its impact.
DFA did, and will continue to advocate for, the careful planning of the location of our housing into
the future.
Defence are currently investigating the feasibility of running a trial, which will offer more housing
options, in one of the regional locations where DFA has identified that housing location is negatively
affecting families.
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Project Updates
Partner Employment
Partner employment continues to be a critical issue for both partners and DFA. Partners continue to
express their frustration at the difficulty in finding work – particularly professional work – in our more
regional areas such as Rockingham, Northern Adelaide, Sale, around Puckapunyal, Wagga, around
RAAF Base Tindal and Townsville, for example. Examples of discrimination continue to be shared with a
partner in Townsville being told after she started working at a government department that they
wouldn’t have hired her had they known she was an ADF partner.
DFA was invited to attend and participate at the launch of the Prime Minister’s Veterans’ Employment
Initiative last November. Since then DFA has had several conversations with members of the partner
employment sub-committee to the Industry Advisory Committee. The sub-committee is currently
working through specific recommendations and actions supported by the larger Veterans'
Employment program.
To assist in their information gathering, DFA has facilitated a telephone conversation between
members of the partner employment sub-committee, DCO and staff in the Canadian Department of
Defence Military Family Services section (the DCO equivalent) and Canada Company, the charitable,
non-partisan organisation that serves to build the bridge between business and community leaders
and the Canadian Military. In addition, DFA also facilitated a telephone conversation with the Associate
Director for Department of Defense Family Readiness and Wellbeing, Office of the Secretary of
Defense in the United States, who shared details about the Spouse Education and Career
Opportunities (SECO) program run by the Department.

The Way Forward
Through this research and collaboration with both DFA, DCO and large corporate organisations, the
partner employment sub-committee is working together to look at ways they can bring a similar
approach to Australia. The intent is for organisations to identify as veteran friendly and thereby
support partner employment and transfers where possible. The current approach is to continue to
investigate the best model for implementation and make recommendations to the Industry Advisory
Committee, the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, and the Prime Minster this year.
As the results of the ADF Families Survey 2017 very clearly identify partner employment as a significant
issue for our Defence families, we will continue to work with the partner employment sub-committee and
review their recommendations.
Home-based businesses
Families here in Australia have raised the desire to operate a home business but commented on the cost
of moving it in comparison to how much the business actually earns (particularly if it has not reached a
taxable income level).

The Way Forward
As a result of DFA advocacy, Defence will establish a working group to assess the feasibility of
offering financial assistance to move a home-based business.
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Project Updates
Partner Employment
PEAP Program changes
As of 1 July 2017, DCO’s Partner Employment Assistance Program (PEAP) provides funding towards initiatives
to assist ADF partners with the immediate difficulties of finding employment when the member is relocated
on posting. In each posting location, partners of ADF personnel can apply for up to $1,500 in funding to pay
for mandatory fees for professional re-registration required under legislation and/or to engage professional
employment services. The eligibility of all partners on posting to receive this valuable assistance is great
news.

The Way Forward
DFA has been informed that DCO is scoping the concept of forming a panel of providers under the
Partner Employment Assistance Program. If this concept moves forward, DFA hopes that the future
panel of providers will be made up of businesses committed to championing our ADF partners,
particularly in areas where discrimination is evident.

Project Updates
Community Centres
DFA continues to work with DCO and Estate and Infrastructure Group to advocate for Defence Community
Centres in areas that don’t have a dedicated meeting space (eg. Amberley); and areas that need new
buildings or alternative spaces (eg. Darling Downs, Point Cook, Puckapunyal, Holsworthy and Rockingham).
DFA staff attended the two-day training sessions for the Defence community centres on essential business
requirements for a successful centre that were held around the country. The nationally-recognised training
program – funded by DCO – provides the community centre coordinators and committee members the
opportunity to gain valuable skills in areas such as how to run a meeting effectively to financial
management. All participants have found the training to be relevant and extremely worthwhile.
This training solves issues raised by DFA in its Community Centre Report released to CDF and the Assistant
Minister for Defence in April 2015. In addition, solving another issue identified by DFA, DCO recently
implemented funding outside of the current Family Support Funding Program (FSFP) bidding model for a
paid coordinator for each of our major community centres. Coordinators will now be networked and
supported through DCO both nationally and locally, ensuring financial stability for these essential positions
and creating opportunities for sharing successes and experiences as coordinators.

The Way Forward
DFA will continue to work with DCO and Estate and Infrastructure Group to either source
community spaces or advocate for upgraded or new facilities.
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Project Updates
ForceNet Families
ForceNet is a secure e-portal and social media platform for Defence members. A families section of the
e-portal is currently under development with a trial planned in a nominated unit for the latter part of 2017.
Through our place on the working group, DFA has been able to contribute to the development of the
families section. The advantages of this platform are its secure nature and the ability of Command to
communicate directly with registered families, providing them with a single, authoritative source of
information.

The Way Forward
As Defence members will need to give permission to family members to gain access, DFA continues
to advocate for the necessity of strong messaging from Defence on the importance of granting such
access. DFA will also be closely monitoring the outcomes of the trial.

Project Updates
Community Hub
defencecommunityhub.com.au
The Defence Community Hub is an
online resource for ADF members
and their families to find out
information about their posting
location. By clicking on a location
families can find out a broad range
of information from schools and
community groups through to public
transport.
This is a joint initiative between DFA,
DCO and DHA. Special thanks goes to
DHA who are hosting the website
and to both DHA and DCO for
keeping content up-to-date and
relevant
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Project Updates
Education Assistance
DCO’s education assistance provides a range of financial support to help minimise the disruption to a family
member’s schooling caused by posting and relocations. As an example, DCO may reimburse fees for
tutoring required to fill any gaps in understanding or curriculum caused by changing schools.
Several changes were made to the application process and financial administration of the tutoring
assistance. As a result DFA was informed of the financial burden the initial changes were placing on some
families.

The Way Forward
DCO informed DFA that if families are experiencing difficulties with the current reimbursement
frequency, they are encouraged to phone the Defence Family Helpline to discuss the options.

Project Updates
Online Presence
DFA is currently building a new website with better technology that’s easier to use so we can communicate
to our families more effectively. Thanks for your patience while it’s under construction.
Our national Facebook site continues to grow and all delegates manage their own regional Facebook sites.
DFA continues to have a unique link to families and via social media we are able to disseminate national
and local information and events to those that follow our pages. We are also establishing an Instagram
page to extend our reach to families.

6242

Likes on Facebook
as at October 2017
DFA Annual Agenda & Year in Review : 2017
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Project Updates
ADF Family Survey Results
The 2017 ADF Families Survey focused on employment, wellbeing, childcare and awareness and use of
support services. Overall, 4649 civilian partners, members of a dual ADF couple, single parent ADF
members, ADF members with dependents other than partners or children and parents of ADF members
responded to the survey.
Following are key employment-related findings:
The unemployment rate for civilian partners of ADF members is approximately 14 percent (compared to
17 percent in 2011). This compares to a national female unemployment rate of 6 percent. (This is based on
Australian Bureau of Statistics official labour force figures with effect March 2017.)
The underemployment rate for civilian partners of ADF members is approximately 12 percent. This
compares to a national female underemployment rate of almost 11 percent. (This is based on Australian
Bureau of Statistics official labour force figures with effect March 2017.)
Overall, 81 percent of partners indicated they had experienced some form of career or employment
sacrifice, while only 11 percent said that their career or employment had been unaffected.
Difficulties finding work are mostly attributed to a high unemployment rate in that location. Negative
perceptions of Defence partners and not being able to find work with suitable hours are also seen as
common barriers to finding preferred employment. Almost one third of those who had difficulties finding
work said they are overqualified for the work they are doing.
Taken together, all results related to finding work indicate that while the majority of partners find work in
their field on relocation, dissatisfaction with current work arrangements is relatively common.
Most partners appear to consider how to safeguard their employability against the challenges associated
with ADF life, but some may not be taking enough action.
According to the report, many partners expressed a need for more tailored services to assist them in
finding employment on relocation (eg. recruitment services dedicated to ADF partners with links to local
businesses.) It also suggests that the impact of ADF life on partners’ employment can potentially be
mitigated by Defence facilitating relationships with employers in regions where there is an ADF presence.
DFA understands what an important issue partner employment is to our families and we believe more needs
to be done. As outlined in the partner employment section of this Agenda and Year In Review, we will be
reviewing the recommendations of the partner employment sub-committee of the Industry Advisory
Committee to the Prime Minister’s Veterans’ Employment Initiative.

Key Wellbeing Findings
Only a minority of members and their partners are dissatisfied with their links to the general
community. For many, feeling a part of the Defence community does not appear to be a strong
concern.
Around one half of families believe the demands of the ADF service have a negative impact on
their families. This is particularly pronounced in geographically separated families (where the
ADF member is on an unaccompanied posting).

As partners of current serving members, at DFA we are acutely aware of how unique and challenging
Defence life can be. It is a constant priority for us to bring this perspective to all discussions and to
advocate for support where necessary.
DFA Annual Agenda & Year in Review : 2017
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Regional Report
Northern Queensland
The Defence community in Northern Queensland experiences a high tempo of operations, with many
training exercises and deployments occurring throughout the year across all three Services.
The tropical weather and relaxed lifestyle are the most enjoyed aspects of life in North Queensland,
however families can face some unique challenges in this location including geographic isolation and
severe weather events.
This year I have continued to strengthen my relationships with Command across the Army, Navy and
Airforce and have been encouraged by their willingness to engage with and support families. I have also
enjoyed a great relationship with the local Defence Community Organisation office who are working
hard to engage with families outside of crisis situations, and to find new and innovative ways to provide
support. Positive relationships with other stakeholders has seen me asked to provide a family
perspective to a range of discussions including Relocations Consortiums, research projects, the North
Queensland Amenities Fund committee, and as a member of the steering committee for the Ex-ADF and
Families Suicide Prevention Trial. Throughout the year I have also participated in many events including
the Townsville Defence Community Forums, DCO Welcome Expos and Family Events, Base Open Days,
Women’s Leadership forum and the RSL’s Pathway to Change program.
Townsville
Townsville is regarded as Australia’s largest garrison city. Lavarack Barracks is home to the Army’s 3rd
Brigade, 11th Brigade and many supporting elements, and is the largest Defence Base in Northern
Australia. The base and surrounding training areas have been a hive of activity this year with 3rd
Brigade moving into the ‘Ready’ phase in July. This phase of operations sees members and families
experiencing more frequent absences from home, with approximately 1500 troops to be deployed over
the 12 month period. The 3rd Brigade is currently operating under the Human Performance Framework,
which is an innovative way of looking at how best to support and educate Defence members. The
inclusion of a family centre in the framework represents a significant recognition of the role that families
play in the overall capability of the soldier.
Geckos Family Centre celebrates its 10th Birthday this year and
continues to provide a fantastic service to families. Recent funding
support from RSL QLD has allowed the team at Geckos to expand
their activities, and has seen an increase in attendance from not
only families with children, but other demographics of our large
Defence community. Feedback from families has indicated that
Geckos is one of the best aspects of Defence life here in Townsville.
RAAF Base Townsville is home to 27 Squadron, 38 Squadron as well
as 383 and 452 Squadrons, and the Army’s 5th Aviation Regiment.
Our RAAF members and their families have also experienced a busy
year and will continue to operate under a high tempo of exercises
and deployments well into next year. Recent upgrades to the
Wirraway Club and plans for more frequent family events are aimed
at providing opportunities for RAAF families to connect. My focus will
be on assisting Command to understand the needs of RAAF families
and ensure that their voice is heard in the wider Defence
community.
DFA Annual Agenda & Year in Review : 2017
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Regional Report
Northern Queensland
This year I was very fortunate to be joined by my
Local Family Representative, Debbie Norman.
Debbie arrived from Williamtown where she was
very active in the RAAF community as a Local
Family Representative for DFA. Upon arriving here
in Townsville Debbie was keen to continue her
work in the RAAF community, and brings with her a
wealth of knowledge related particularly to the
RAAF, but also as a special needs family. In the
coming year we plan to address the concerns
raised by families around communication and the
relaying of information from Defence to families.
We hope to be better able to equip families with
knowledge and connections, allowing them to
thrive in our very busy Defence environment.

Wing Commander Phil Godfrey, CO 27 Squadron & SADFO RAAF
Townsville, Brigadier Chris Field CSC, Commander 3rd Brigade &
SADFO Army Townsville. Townsville Defence Community Forum

Chandell with Lara Wilde,
Executive Director Cairns RSL Sub Branch
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Cairns
Cairns is home to the Army’s 51 FNQR and Navy’s
HMAS Cairns, and is a great place for families to
enjoy the tropical North Queensland environment.
This small Defence community has a unique
situation of rolling deployments with the Navy
patrol boats, and the surveillance patrols carried
out by 51 FNQR.
Communication and engagement with Defence
was again a concern for families in Cairns. More
work is needed to understand the unique needs of
our families in Cairns and facilitating more positive
engagement with Defence. Well informed and
connected families are the best outcome for
supporting capability, and I will continue to work
with Command and DCO to strengthen the
community in this region. Local stakeholders play
a vital role in building the Defence community, and
Cairns is enjoying an active RSL sub branch who
are providing opportunities for families to connect
through their programs and community events. As
well, Little Diggers Community Group are
providing a space and activities for families to
extend their support networks and become part of
the wider Cairns community.
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Regional Report
ACT & Southern NSW
As the new National Delegate for ACT and Southern NSW, it has been a busy six months, visiting my
region and meeting with stakeholders and families.
In my first few weeks I attended Welcome Events in Nowra, Canberra and Wagga and met with many
families in these areas. I have spoken to many Defence partners at Defence Community Organisation
coffee mornings in Canberra, Wagga, Albury-Wodonga and joined the friendly group at Shoalhaven
Defence Families Association in Nowra for coffee and craft. Along with meeting Defence School
Transition Aides and Mentors, I attend regular Consortium meetings with DHA and Toll and have met
with Command across the various bases. I am continuing to grow strong working relationships with my
stakeholders and families across the region. Feedback consistent from around the region has suggested
that Defence needs to look at new ways to better support all demographics of the Defence family. The
primary support networks seem to be for women with children, such as coffee mornings and
playgroups. Whilst these are great for some partners there need to be some initiatives to reach out to
those working, partners without children or with older children, and male partners. Easily accessible
information on local Defence events was also a key consideration for families.
Canberra
After many years of advocating and collaboration with a variety of stakeholders, a new internet booster
has recently been installed at RMC Duntroon, which has finally allowed families the ability to access
reliable internet service from their homes. DFA will continue to advocate for all Defence Families to
have access to reliable internet service in their Service Residences. I attended the launch of the
Kookaburra Kids Foundation Defence program in Canberra and they recently held their first ADF
children’s camp in the ACT. It was very well attended and we look forward to seeing this fantastic
initiative rolling out into other areas to reach a greater proportion of Defence Families. Finding housing
in Canberra continues to be a struggle for some families, especially RB1 during peak posting cycles. DHA
is aware of this and are working to address the situation as best they can in the current Canberra
housing market. During our annual Conference Week, we discussed timings of families’ access to RA if
service residences are unavailable and suggested this information should be easily accessible to families
to reduce rumours and misinformation across social media.
Nowra
Employment in Nowra is still a key concern for many partners, as is
a lack of childcare places. Partners stated it was very difficult to
find jobs within school hours, enabling them to care for their
children and not having to outlay for before/after school care
which is sometimes very difficult to access. Partners would like to
see more support to access employment. This remains an
important advocacy issue for DFA. Some families in higher crime
areas are concerned about the lack of security screens on the
windows of their Service Residences, which I raised at Conference
Week. They have reported that they are not comfortable opening
windows in their homes at night (especially in children’s rooms) as
a result.

DFA Annual Agenda & Year in Review : 2017
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Regional Report
ACT & Southern NSW
Wagga Wagga
There is good support in Wagga from the community and it is very military friendly. The Military Wives
Choir has started a group in Wagga and has had very positive feedback. Employment is improving,
however is still seen as an issue in Wagga. Some local businesses still see Defence partners as taking
jobs away from locals. Local Command raised the concept of Defence Partner Employment with the
Wagga Wagga Business Chamber last year and they are now in the early stages of setting up a Defence
Spouse Employment Initiative. We look forward to seeing how this progresses.
Albury-Wodonga
Albury-Wodonga has a great sense of community and the local community centres are well attended.
The area is home to many new Defence members. Many have partners and families who are unfamiliar
with the Defence way of life. It was suggested Defence run a special program of welcome or induction
for new families. In this and similar regions, we would like to work collaboratively with stakeholders to
introduce a program to inform and educate new families. This would assist in preparing them for the
sometimes bumpy road ahead and equip them with the tools to build resilience.
I received feedback from families on the financial impact of changes to the administration of tutoring
assistance and the timing of reimbursement, which has been shared with DCO. DCO informed DFA that
alternative financial plans are available and families whose children require tutoring are encouraged to
phone the Defence Family Helpline to discuss the options. Similarly, DSTAs in some primary schools
reported families were confused that tutoring applications for younger children had been rejected due
to the lack of recognition of Foundation/Kindergarten as the first formal year of school. DCO has since
consulted further with the Department of Education and their tutoring guidelines have been amended to
reflect Foundation as the first year of primary school. It has been a pleasure to advocate for Defence
Families in my area and I look forward to building upon relationships with families and stakeholders into
the future.

Emma attending the DFA National Conference
Dinner at Duntroon House

DFA Annual Agenda & Year in Review : 2017
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Regional Report
Northern Territory & the Kimberley
The Northern Territory and Kimberley region are remote postings and critical areas where support for
families needs to be at the forefront of the minds of Command and stakeholders. I work closely with
Command, meeting with the Senior Australian Defence Force Officer from each base on a regular basis to
gather information and feed back concerns. I have monthly meetings with the regional stakeholders DHA,
TOLL, Defence Relocation and Housing Manager and the Defence Community Organisation, and we all
work closely to resolve local issues and make changes where possible.
Darwin
Darwin is a tri-service posting location and where I reside. Robertson Barracks has been filling the Army
requirement for a Unit Welfare Officer in each unit. I was invited to attend the Welfare Officer workshop
earlier in the year to inform the UWOs on the role DFA has to play. It is critical that UWOs, Personal
Capability Officers and Heads of Department are linked into organisations like DCO and DFA in order to
create a link to the unit and aid families with member absence from home support and other issues
arising. For the first time this year DCO ran a Defence Community Centre governance training program
Australia- wide, which our local community centre committees and coordinators attended here in July.
This has been advocated for in previous years and was extremely well received.
This training will greatly improve the governance of the local community centres and will enable the
people who attended to pass on their knowledge in new postings. These skills also represent a great
opportunity for partners in or reentering the workforce to display contemporary community centre
governance practices. The RAAF community centre, Darwin Defence Community Centre (DDCC) has made
their move off-base. The current solution is a co-location with Larrakeyah Neighbourhood House. The
Larrakeyah community centre is being renovated, opening again in early October, and it will be a great
asset for the members.
The move to the Larrakeyah Defence Precinct has taken the DDCC away from its northern suburbs
member base. This, combined with the renovation, has resulted in them conducting roaming activities in
the northern suburbs and seeking other off-base locations. Robertson Barracks Family Group continues to
service their members on Robertson Barracks. This year saw the return of their popular Mad Hatters Tea
Party and continued attendance at Fit for Robbo.
The Robertson Barracks SADFO sees their role as integral to the
success of the families in the area. Along with the support of the
base padres and their social media presence, the group is
connecting with families whenever possible. This year Patrol Boat
Group and HMAS Coonawarra held a family night. The night was
for families to create networks and be able to talk to important
stakeholders and command one-on-one. It was well received and
as such will be held again in November on Larrakeyah Defence
Precinct. It is a great move forward for Navy to engage families
and provide support when the serving member can be away for
long periods of time.
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Regional Report
Northern Territory & the Kimberley
Families in Darwin have reported they are not accessing entitlements like Remote Locality Leave Travel,
the ADF Family Health Card and the Partner Employment Assistance Program because of changes to
calculating income for family assistance payments. As of 1 January 2017, the Department of Human
Services will use 100 percent of reportable fringe benefits instead of the previous 51 percent. Defence are
investigating the implications of these changes to calculating income for family assistance payments and
DFA has advocated that consideration needs to be given as to whether RLLT should not be fringe benefits
tax reportable for the Darwin location.
Tindal
RAAF Base Tindal has a local family representative Debbie Marshall, who attends family gatherings and is
able to inform me of current issues that arise. There have been long-standing efforts to secure a single
building for the large Network Tindal community group which is currently working out of various Base
Services rooms. We are working towards a single building being available in the near future. Children who
are based in Tindal travel to Katherine by bus for schooling. Recent administrative changes to tutoring
assistance include removing the offering of tutoring from within school hours. As a result there has been a
decline in families taking up the service because children will miss the bus by staying after school. Based
on DFA feedback, DCO are looking to see how web-based tutoring can be utilised in this remote locality.
RAAF Base Tindal has benefited from the building of new houses, all of which are connected to the
internet. This connectivity occurred because the partnership of DFA, DHA and Command were strong
advocates for the cabling to be run to the houses. Internet as a capital inclusion continues to be an
advocacy topic for DFA.
Curtin
RAAF Base Curtin, located in WA, falls under the SADFO RAAF Base Darwin. For the first time in many years
a family has moved to the remote location. This bought to the forefront that the Remote Locality Leave
Travel policy does not fit RAAF Base Curtin as the entitlement would be used just to travel to an airport of
sufficient size to leave the locality. A dispensation similar to RAAF Base Tindal was therefore needed. I
raised this with Defence at our Canberra Conference and the family’s circumstances will be reviewed.

Christine with DCO AM Di Elson, CDO David King, REDLO Annick
Beyderwellen at the Survey Launch
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Regional Report
Southern Queensland
It has been a pleasure to represent families based in Southern Queensland. I regularly interact with
families, local Defence Commanders and stakeholders, such as Defence Community Organisation, DHA
and TOLL.
Community Connections
Gallipoli Barracks at Enoggera facilitates regular activities for families and works closely with the 7th
Brigade Welfare Officer. The Coordinator finds the centre is a hub for information and support for
families and they are attempting to reach many demographics, offering options for partners with
older children/without children, alongside the traditional playgroup/craft activities. The support of
DCO is appreciated and even more engagement would be welcomed. With more housing now located
further from the base, DCO has been endeavouring to connect with families located in the wider
region. Accessing newly posted families to provide them with resources and information about
community groups and activities was raised by all of the community centres in the region. They often
rely on word of mouth or Facebook recommendations. This has seen a reduction in people utilising the
community centre on the Darling Downs and Canungra, where they are struggling to sustain
committee volunteers.
Facebook continues to be a key source of information for families and it would be valuable for the
community centres to be promoted more actively through various Defence communications channels
particularly around posting period. Kokoda Barracks Community House is keen to see an increase of
families back at Canungra with new on-base DHA housing from this posting period. Base Command
are working hard to ensure that families newly posted back to the base have been considered. It is
imperative that funding is continued and available for community engagement to ensure that the
Defence community is well supported in this location. My visit to Defence families posted to
Rockhampton identified that most community connection comes through the Army Reserve Unit in
location. A small number of families are posted here and it was suggested that information on the
isolation from other Defence families is important when discussions on this posting begin for
Rockhampton, along with the provision of information to families on locally based support services.
RAAF Base Amberley
An off-base community space at Amberley has been raised
consistently since the removal of on-base community activity due to
the Aircraft Noise Assessment. There has been a steady decline in
support for the Defence family community. Whilst DCO events,
arranged by the Family Liaison Officer are well supported by families,
there is no community space available for partners/families to meet.
Two groups currently operate out of separate locations, neither of
which is enticing for new families to attend. Each venue must pack
away all activities and there is no option to add Defence
paraphernalia on the walls.
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Regional Report
Southern Queensland
There are over 5000 RAAF members located at Amberley. The participation of families at pre-deployment
events is minimal and without a community centre for support and DCO located on the base, it is
concerning where people are sourcing support. There is currently no paid coordinator for the RAAF Base
Amberley community group. Although receiving funding from Defence through the Family Support
Funding Program, they are seeking additional financial support for a facility where they can improve what
they can offer. The need for a community centre is evident in comments from families. I will continue to
work with Defence and the community group to explore and support the need for an off-base community
facility for this region.
Communication to Families
Families are still seeking a more consistent approach with communication they receive from Command.
The dissemination of information from a member to their families is not consistent, despite Command’s
best effort to ensure its availability. The timeliness of information on exercises/training is key for families
in planning their time and support during the member's absence from home. A unit’s ability to directly
communicate with families is an ongoing and frustrating issue for Command in Brisbane, as they rely on
the member to pass information on. I have been working with 7th Brigade and 1 DIV HQ in exploring other
avenues for communicating to families. Support for families who are classified MWD(U) has been
highlighted in locations such as Canungra. It is difficult for Command to ensure that a family who resides
elsewhere is aware of unit tempo.
Housing
Access to internet has been raised consistently by families. At newer developments near Amberley, DHA
worked closely with Telstra to provide additional ports, but posting turn over has seen these added back
into the ‘pool’ and members still unable to gain access to internet on posting in. This issue was also raised
by members in DHA housing at Pacific Pines on the Gold Coast, which services Kokoda Barracks at
Canungra.

Catherine with LT COL Steve Cleggett on
Exercise Diamond Warrior
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Regional Report
Western Australia
It has been a busy six months since I began in the role of National Delegate for Western Australia.
I joined DFA at a hectic time of year, and commenced with Welcome Events across the region, for all three
Services. These events were excellent opportunities to introduce myself to ADF families in the West and
to begin establishing relationships. Since then, I have attended monthly regional Consortiums with TOLL
and DHA, and met with Command teams across the region. I’ve also met many families and partners at
various groups and functions, and joined both Marilla Community Centre and Karrakatta Community
House in their activities.
Communication
Communication remains an area of concern. Families have indicated through feedback and in various
settings, that they often don’t receive the information needed from Defence in a timely or correct fashion.
This has been echoed by stakeholders and unit commands. Communication from Defence of pertinent
information is vital to family support and morale. When this is not occurring, stress is experienced, it can
also mean a delay in, or inability to access services and misunderstandings occur. From our stakeholder’s
point of view, it can mean a family may lack understanding of entitlements and services and find Defence
processes difficult to manage. This can lead to a less than positive experience as families need to
understand their rights and responsibilities, particularly at times of deployment or posting.
Families need comprehensive information that is easily accessible and feedback throughout the year
reinforces this. Information is vital in establishing a new home after posting, in accessing information on
local community, accessing support from Defence stakeholders, Ex-Service Organisations and from
Defence itself. The current requirement to opt in to contact from stakeholders isn’t fully understood.
During Conference Week, communication was raised with Defence as an important issue for both families
and the Defence service providers they rely on.
Community
During the year, I’ve attended each community centre in Perth.
Karrakatta House continues to be a popular and well-used service.
I spoke to members about the plans for Campbell Barracks,
demolishing the old playgroup facility to make way for a purposebuilt centre. Marilla Community Centre in Rockingham moved from
an old Service Residence last year, into a facility managed by the
Navy Club at Point Peron.
Whilst this arrangement is working well, a more permanent
solution is needed for the future. The community groups
established in these areas are well used and supported, offering a
variety of programs and activities. In July, all centre committees
were offered governance training to enable them to run their
organisations smoothly and effectively.
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Regional Report
Western Australia
RAAF Base Pearce currently has no community centre, and both Command and families find it difficult to
engage as a result. The location of housing in the Bullsbrook surrounds doesn’t allow for RAAF Base Pearce to
be a community hub, and families would like more opportunity to engage. DCO hosts regular coffee events
which are appreciated, and families across the region would also like to see events for working partners and
older children. The National Families Week function at SCITECH was a popular event for ADF families in May.
The event was organised and hosted by DCO and many families commented on how much they enjoyed the
tri-service nature.
Employment
Employment for ADF partners in Western Australia continues to be a frequently raised topic. The ADF Family
Survey results this year showed the national unemployment rate for civilian partners is more than double the
national female unemployment rate. This subject was of particular concern for families posted to HMAS
Stirling and RAAF Base Pearce. Both these locations are some distance from Perth city and offer less in terms
of employment opportunities and satisfactory wages. In combination with transport time, child care
availability and deployment, suitable employment is often difficult to obtain and manage. Feedback
received prior to the conference suggests that families would like to have more housing location options,
where relevant to employment for partners. At DFA’s National Conference, partner employment and the
various contributing factors were raised with the Chief of the Defence Force as we work to better support
ADF family life.
These first six months as National Delegate have seen the establishment of excellent working relationships
with families, units and stakeholders. I will work hard to continue these and further develop my knowledge
of matters that affect family life here. I look forward to visiting ADF families in our remote regions in the
Pilbara in the near future, and all over Western Australia. I want to continue to work closely with Defence
and strengthen DFA’s collaboration with stakeholders and ESO’s, to enable families to not just survive, but
thrive in their ADF lives.

Victoria at the ADF Families Survey Launch at Marilla Community Centre in Rockingham with DCO staff and families
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Regional Report
Victoria & Tasmania
Engagement Throughout the year
I have attended bases across the region including RAAF Williams (Laverton), Simpson Barracks, RAAF
Base East Sale, HMAS Cerberus and Puckapunyal. Meeting Defence families has highlighted several key
issues of concern, which I have addressed in my discussions with Command and other stakeholders such
as Defence Community Organisation, DHA and most recently during Conference Week in Canberra with
the Service Chiefs and Minister Dan Tehan. Base activities such as the Welcome Events were all well
attended this year and provided a good opportunity to meet with families, as well as during Families
Week in May. I was also honoured to represent Defence families as a member of the Reference Group of
the Commonwealth's Government’s Review into mental health and wellbeing services for ADF members
and their families. The final report has made a range of recommendations many of which aim to
strengthen support to Defence families. Attending other events supporting Defence families this year has
included: the Prince’s Charities Trust Australia ‘Lead Your Own Business’ program (for members and
partners post-service); Presenting to Defence Health on Defence family issues to enhance support
services; Attending Deputy Commissioner Forums (Department of Veterans’ Affairs); Attending ADF
Transition seminars; Meetings with Department of Premier and Cabinet’s Veterans’ Affairs staff; ANZAC
Day commemoration services; Meetings with Command.
Community Centres
DFA acknowledges and supports the ongoing commitment to enhancing Defence community, and with
several bases being in regional locations, this is even more significant. DFA is continuing to work to
support enhancing base amenities for families, including immediate upgrades to the current 1950s
community centre at Puckapunyal, as well as the business case for a new community centre for this
important regional base. As a result of DFA’s advocacy on this issue, Minister Tehan recently visited
families at Puckapunyal’s community centre and has sought the fast-tracking of the delivery of a new
community space specifically for families living on base (approximately 350 families). Estate and
Infrastructure Group (EIG) were requested by the Minister to not only improve the existing condition of
the centre but enable the delivery of a new centre for this important Defence community. DFA looks
forward to working with families and key stakeholders as this project is implemented.
Defence Partner Employment
A key issue for many Defence families in the region is the ongoing
financial wellbeing of their own family unit. Access to suitable
employment opportunities for Defence partners and spouses during a
posting is an important factor. In Australian society today, having two
incomes is now the reasonable expectation of all families in order to
support a solid standard of living. Where impediments exist to
achieving employment for partners during a posting due to factors
such as locational challenges in regions such as Puckapunyal and East
Sale, as well as other parts of the country, DFA has actively sought to
engage with key Defence stakeholders to develop potential solutions.
The benefits of doing so include improving capability by supporting
Defence families remaining together during a posting and ultimately
retention of the ADF member.
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Regional Report
Victoria & Tasmania
During my discussions with the Minister Tehan, the Chief of
Defence, Service Chiefs and Defence Policy recently, I
highlighted the regional centre of Puckapunyal, which lacks
significant local employment opportunities and is one hour
away from other larger regional centres of Bendigo and
Shepparton, with Melbourne even further (1.5 hours travelling
time). Finding work for Defence partners during a posting to
Puckapunyal can be challenging, coupled with the remote
location. Similar issues for partners seeking employment in
Sale were also raised. DFA continues to work with Defence on
potential policy adjustments which improve support for
partners seeking access to employment or study opportunities
during postings in the region.
Housing
The location of and access to Service Residences in the
region continues to be an important issue for both Command
and Defence families. Planning for housing and associated
infrastructure for families as part of any redevelopment at
Point Cook was also raised during my discussions with the
Chief of Airforce during my meetings in Canberra in August. I
also addressed the Service Chiefs on increased security
concerns by Defence families locally, due to increased crime
rates.

Gabrielle and Minister Dan Tehan speaking with
families at Puckapunyal

Education
This year, I have met with several Defence
School Transition Aides and Mentors who
support the children of Defence families
posted to their communities. Issues raised
with me were also highlighted during DFA’s
Conference Week, especially the need for
greater awareness of the impacts of
Defence life on children including those
with special needs.
Improved support for families juggling the
needs of children, ADF postings,
deployment and absences from home is
key. Family workshops are now being
planned in my region to enhance family
resilience information for new families.
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Regional Report
Central & Northern NSW
Central and Northern NSW is home to Air Force, Army and Navy bases.
DFA continue to grow strong working relationships with stakeholders, Base Command, Ex-Service
Organisations and families. Our team of Local Family Representatives (LFRs) continue to make a
significant contribution to the growth of DFA. Throughout the year I have attended the monthly
Regional Meetings hosted by our regional Defence Relocation and Housing Managers with stakeholders
Toll, DHA and Defence Community Organisation and maintained regular contact with Command in the
region. We regularly visited the community centres and groups along with attending annual events held
in the region: DCO Welcome Days, DCO National Family Days and the Singleton Base Welcome Day.
DFA LFR, Sharee Melville and I attended the launch of the Kookaburra Kids program for serving and exserving ADF families at Government House NSW earlier this year. This program has received positive
feedback.
Sydney and Richmond
Tutoring assistance for qualifying newly posted Defence children ensures a satisfactory level of
education is maintained between the different state education systems. Families place a very high
importance on this assistance for their school age students and their concerns about changes to the
financial administration have been shared with DCO. Families have shared with me the importance of
our Defence Community Centres and Groups and the role they play. The social and mental wellbeing
support goes beyond a scheduled program. It is also the support of other Defence families they connect
with at the centres, not only during a member’s absence from home but also to connect with others
experiencing Defence life.
DFA, locally and nationally, continue to work closely with DCO Sydney/Liverpool and Estate and
Infrastructure Group to source a suitable location on-base for the Holsworthy Family Group (HFG). HFG
currently run a mobile community centre from different locations within the area. The group run an
extensive range of programs supporting a significant demographic of Defence families in the area.
Kissingpoint Cottage and the Richmond Family Centre provide beneficial programs for Defence families
in the Sydney and Richmond areas. Anklebiters Playgroup at Randwick
Barracks provide support to the families with younger children.
Communication and support was raised by a number of families and
Command this year. Understanding the effects of repeat
deployments for all, unit contact to families during deployment/long
absence from home, the importance of deployment briefs and direct
communication to families were all regarded as important to the
resilience of a family.
DCO Richmond and the Richmond Family Centre are working
together on a great initiative to provide deployment briefs to
families in this area. Families say they would benefit from a
Welcome Pack on arrival in all new posting locations. The previous
peak posting period saw a number of families affected by the loss of
their ‘reserved’ Service Residence in their new location.
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Regional Report
Sydney & Central NSW
This happens due to a change in circumstances by the member residing in the property, such as MWD(U),
posting date change etc. For these families, the flow-on effect included significant changes for schooling,
employment, childcare and for some a financial implication, creating additional stress during an already
stressful time.
Housing locations in relation to 'good schools' has been raised by a number of families again this year.
Enrolling in a good school is important and finding a house in the catchment of a good school, particular
government schools can be very difficult. Private schools can be expensive and often have long waiting lists.
Families would like to see greater consideration for future housing in relation to schools that can support
Defence children and their education. Priority support for out of area enrolments within a public school to
allow families the opportunity to choose a school better suited to their children was another suggestion put
forward. The important role of the DSTA/DTM’s in the schools and the support they provide to Defence
children was again voiced this year by families I have spoken to in this region.
In the eastern suburbs of Sydney, long childcare waiting lists caused difficulties for spouses accepting
employment and long waiting lists for preschool left some families feeling that their children are at a
disadvantage from missing out on this important year of early education.
Singleton
(Beth Scott – Local Family Representative)
The Community Hall at Lone Pine Barracks is home for the Singleton Little Diggers Playgroup with scheduled
weekly activities for the children. Partners without children, or those with teenage children, feel the area is
lacking in opportunities to connect with this demographic. It presents as a challenge for those seeking support
in their new location. I also attended regular March Outs on base to connect with families of the Initial
Employment Trainees. This is a great opportunity to inform members and families of the services available to
them in the early stage of Defence life. Positive feedback was received from families for the ‘Coffee & Cake’
meet-ups, held for partners and spouses, instigated by the base Padre; the Base Welcome Day and the DCO
National Families Day.

Toni with DCO Staff at the Singleton Base
Welcome Day for families
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Regional Report
South Australia
South Australia where I am currently based is home to all three services of the Australian Defence Force
(ADF). The state hosts a variety of ADF partnered facilities that bring together thousands of people to create
a strong and vibrant Defence community. The following issues resonate throughout our Defence community.
Communication
Throughout the year as I have met with various stakeholders to Defence, Command, Ex-Service
Organisations (ESOs) and families, communication has been the emergent concern. Particularly how to work
together to bring up-to-date information to ADF families concerning policies and changes, event details for
upcoming information sessions or group events, avenues of support and community networks.
Absence from home support
With Adelaide having such a high tempo of Defence members being away from their families, many
partners have expressed they would like to see more contact from the units for support. Army units have
implemented Unit Welfare Officer Support positions, however that position can be absent on exercise and
therefore, families lose their support mechanisms. Families have also raised their concerns about a lack of
clarity on whom to contact in a time of need.
Unemployment
South Australia has some of the highest rates of unemployment across the nation, which is an issue for a
significant portion of partners. This places a financial burden on families, with partners at both RAAF Base
Edinburgh and Woodside Army Barracks mentioning lack of employment opportunities as a growing
concern within South Australia, and unemployment rates are still rising.
Home security and the location of service residences
This is an issue resonating within the Defence community, particularly for those housed in the Northern
Suburbs of Adelaide. We were able to raise awareness and highlight the importance of this issue at
Conference Week 2015 which successfully resulted in a retrofit program for 289 houses - out of South
Australia’s 950 housing profile - to be fitted with window security screens in the Playford City region. The
retrofit program was welcomed by families as an intermediate solution for security, and has provided safety
and peace of mind for those families. Families that are housed in the
Northern Suburbs but were not part of the retrofit program have
communicated their disappointment to me as they have been left
feeling unsafe. So I was pleased to hear during Conference Week 2017
that Defence are expanding their retrofit program to the remaining
homes in Adelaide.
Education and schooling
Over time education and schooling has been raised as a concern point
for families residing near RAAF Base Edinburgh. Long wait lists for
many private schools and several Government schools being on
Capacity Management Plans has led families to perceive that schools
are unable to accommodate the growing number of ADF families
moving to the state. DFA believes that with improved communication
to families both already in location and those moving to the area, we
can disseminate correct information regarding what a Capacity
Management Plan means to families in the enrolment zones of the
affected schools.
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Regional Report
South Australia
RAAF Base Woomera
The Woomera Range Complex is located approximately 500 kilometres north-west of Adelaide. Woomera
village is home to a population of 100-150 people including approximately 23 Defence personnel and their
families.
Currently DCO conduct interviews prior to a posting to a rural location. These interviews are done to
provide the member and family with information on the area and also to evaluate if the posting will suit
the family’s needs. To-date the interviews for Woomera have taken place in the losing location by the local
DCO team. This has prompted feedback that the information being given about the area is either
“…incorrect, off the mark or non-existent”. A potential solution that has been suggested is to have a Subject
Matter Expert in the SA DCO office who would conduct the interviews and offer a more insightful
perspective on the local area. This has a dual benefit of opening a welfare support network for members
and families posting in.
Port Wakefield Proof and Experimental
Establishment
The Port Wakefield Proof and Experimental
Establishment (referred to simply as Port
Wakefield) is located 100 kilometres north
of Adelaide. Housing on the Port Wakefield
Establishment for members is limited, as is
the rental market in the Port Wakefield
township, a situation which leaves
members living in Defence housing on the
north side of RAAF Base Edinburgh.
A bus is provided by Defence to travel
between Port Wakefield and RAAF Base
Edinburgh (driven by a member of the unit)
that DFA was informed cost each member
$10 per day. DFA highlighted the
dissatisfaction of the members and families
at this cost during a meeting at Conference
Week 2017, which has since resulted in the
fee being waived for members.

Victoria Hall NEDC Coordinator (RAAF Base Edinburgh Community
Centre) Melissa and Shelley Enders (LFR)

I feel I have established an integral network
in the region and will continue to nurture
my relationships with families, Command
and stakeholders for the enhancement of
the Defence community.
Melissa and SQNLDR Simon Bartlett CO 20SQN
ABXO RAAF Base Woomera and Debra Fairbanks-Smith Defence Health SA
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DHA Managing Director Jan Mason, Head People Capability RADM Brett Wolski and outgoing DFA National
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